INNER BEAUTY
IN A LEGENDARY RUSSIAN HILL PENTHOUSE,
ARTIST SUSAN SWARTZ HAS CREATED A TRANQUIL
SETTING FOR PAINTING AND PHILANTHROPY
By Diane Dorrans Saeks Photographed by Lisa Romerein
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The custom-made sofas in the living room are by Marco Fine Furniture, a 75-year-old
upholstery company in Potrero Hill. Arched windows are framed in Nancy Corzine fabric.
On the card table: a 1930s silver-gilt hammered tazza by Josef Hoffmann. OPPOSITE
The dramatic elliptical carbon-fiber staircase was custom-crafted in San Clemente.
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HE MOMENT artist Susan
Swartz walked into her light-filled penthouse in a
historic building on San Francisco’s Russian Hill,
she knew it would be an ideal setting for creating
her dramatic abstract paintings. “It’s very peaceful
and quiet up here—and the light is spectacular, lifeenhancing,” says Swartz, internationally recognized
for her exuberant canvases, which capture her
passion for the natural world.
The penthouse has nurtured her creativity; the
artist, who is represented by Belgravia Gallery in
London, paints almost every day, often for seven

From the sheltered terrace on
the upper level, a cinematic
view of Telegraph Hill, Coit
Tower, Treasure Island and
the Berkeley Hills. OPPOSITE,
FROM TOP Susan Swartz in
her studio. On the easel is
her new canvas, Gratitude/
Spring Awakening. In the
dining room, the Ruhlmannstyle chairs and custom table
are from Kneedler Faucheré.
The custom silk-and-wool
carpet is from Tai Ping
Carpets. Swartz’s painting
Fading Light hangs between
the windows.

or eight hours. (Her art and a long roster of global
environmental and social causes are her main
focuses.) Swartz’s completed works, barely dry,
are shipped to top collectors and galleries around
the world. In June she’ll be showing at the Ludwig
Museum in Koblenz, Germany.
“I love the freedom and intensity of painting
[both] landscapes and pure abstraction,” says Swartz.
“Nature is my healer, my inspiration. The San
Francisco panorama spurs me on.”
As she paints, Swartz is surrounded by the
resonant design legacy of her penthouse, perched
atop one of the most elegant 1920s-era buildings in
the city. Covering two levels, with rooftop terraces,
it was once the languorous realm of scientific
explorer and art collector Templeton Crocker, the
stylish scion of a Big Four family.
Designers have long revered the penthouse—
with its bachelor’s dream retreat blueprint—planned
in 1928 by legendary French interior designer JeanMichel Frank. Archival images reveal its sleek
parchment-paneled walls, intricate straw-marquetry
cabinets, obsidian lamps and avant-garde shagreen
tables, all crafted and assembled in Paris and shipped
to San Francisco. In 1929 French Vogue called it “the
first genuinely modern interior in the United States.”
When Swartz moved in, the luxurious Frank
interiors had long ago been dispersed. All that
remained were the bold mirrored pilasters in the
sunroom, and a quirky Henri Laurens Cubist-style
metal banister on a service stairway. “I worked to
protect the integrity of the architecture in homage
to Jean-Michel Frank,” says Swartz. Like Frank, she
shaped the aesthetic in pale neutral tones, calm and
elegant, in harmony with the sunstruck views.
“Nature is my inspiration, and my message is
that it’s fragile and we must protect it,” says Swartz.
“That belief gives days in my studio a certain
urgency. I can’t hesitate.” •
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The sunroom on the upper level was designed for
entertaining—with an airy studio for Swartz’s paintings.
In homage to Templeton Crocker, the original owner,
Swartz has covered the floor with hides, as her
predecessor had done. The sofas are by Roche Bobois.
CMirrored
00 pilasters were designed by Jean-Michel Frank.
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The view from the
terrace includes
the artful Bay
Lights on the Bay
Bridge. Acacia
wood globes from
JRM International,
San Francisco.

In the bedroom, the headboard was customcrafted by Marco Fine Furniture. Chair by Donghia.
At the bedroom door, Exploding Sky hangs above a
vintage bronze bench. Beyond the door, Swartz’s
painting Portrait of Winter. The guest bedroom includes
a Venetian lamp on a mirrored chest.
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